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Meet Danielson. Just a normal Rat. Having always been on top of everything, it seemed like his life was perfect... Until the day a flock of birds shows up and decides to take a bit of justice into its own hands. Hurt, and not knowing what to do about it, Danielson decides to take a look at his
past and see what he might have done to cause this madness. But things begin to go awry as he starts to learn more of the plot behind his turn of events. Will Danielson's ability to bend space time save him or is he doomed to live out eternity with the birds?Orchestra II was produced by
Ben Sheldon. The game was developed by Ace of Cups, Ltd. and published by Repetition.Game was programmed using Action Script.Music was composed by Kevin McCloud.Artwork was done by Thaddeus Finkle.Sound was recorded, mixed and mastered by Devin Rave.The game runs on
the Flash Player 2.0.15 and above. References External links Official website Category:Flash games Category:Flash games ported to other platforms Category:2008 video gamesThis invention relates to devices for the improvement of shoe properties and in particular to a shoe sole having
a specially contoured walking surface for improved walking and reduced fatigue. Shoes are worn by a substantial portion of the population for a great variety of purposes, including walking, running, jumping, walking up or down inclines, and related purposes. Shoes are sometimes worn
with athletic shoes which are worn for specialized purposes, such as walking up and down stairways or stairs, for example. Shoes are also sometimes worn in combination with individualized orthopedic inserts which fit within the shoe and which are provided to correct or enhance certain
properties of the shoe such as the arch of the foot. In many cases the use of shoes can cause fatigue and discomfort to the wearer because the shoe itself often provides only a rough or even unmetered surface with which the foot must walk. Different surfaces or contours on the shoe
provide a reduction in fatigue and a reduction in the amount of pressure experienced by the sole of the foot. It is an object of this invention to provide for a unique shoe which provides for a contoured shoe surface to thereby reduce fatigue in the foot of the wearer. It is a further object of
this invention to provide a shoe which is simpler and cheaper to manufacture than conventional shoe constructions. In accordance with this invention a shoe is provided comprising a sole and

Features Key:
Long running, pausable single player action-RPG. Low-level RPG with a slot machine over-the-shoulder movement and combat. Controls are simple.
Multiple difficulties per game. Pick what difficulty is most fun for you.
Many other small features.  Funny achievements, and other fun stuff.
Replayability due to save state and achievements. Save and continue where you last left off with a new play-through, or keep an old save as your new play-through.
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